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Congratulations on the arrival of 
your baby! We hope both of you 
will find a lot of joy in using Liliputi 
stretchy wrap. 
Being close to you for long hours is 
one of your baby's most utter need. 
Babywearing supports bonding, 
calms babies, and has many 
orthopedic benefits. Please read the 
instructions and learn the wrapping 
techniques well, to enjoy the benefits 
and to be safe. 

Happy babywearing!
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WHAT YOU NEED TO 
KNOW ABOUT THE LILIPUTI 
STRETCHY WRAP 

Suitable for newborns up to 9kg* 

Suitable for front and hip carry. 

All fabric surfaces which come into direct contact with your 
baby's skin, have GOTS or OEKO-TEX® certification.

Machine washable (30°C), do not use softener, requires a low 
speed spin, maximum ironing temperature is 110°C. 

Do not use dryer, lay the wrap down to dry in horizontal 
surface.

*For permatures babies we recommend using Liliputi woven wrap. 

BIO

30°
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
ABOUT BABYWEARING

Never wear the carrier while you are doing any sports (running, skiing, 
cycling, etc.) or driving. 

For a healthy babywearing posture, the baby's knees should be in the height 
of her bellybutton, and the tights supported to the kneejoint. 

Make sure that the upper edge of the wrap runs in the level of your armpits, 
this way you can set the ideal height of your baby for carrying.

When finishing wrapping always double check that it is tight enough so your 
baby cannot lean back and the baby moves together with you. 

Make sure baby is facing you at all times, never face them forward! 

➽ 

➽ 

➽ 

➽ 

➽

If you are unsure about babywearing, contact a babywearing consultant, 
read our detailed manuals, and watch the video guides on our website.
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If you have just started babywearing, it is absolutely normal that your 
little one cries sometimes. There are many reasons for this, for instance 
initial insecurity and the unfamiliar situation. However, it is important to 
double-check the baby has no other complaints (e.g. hunger, sleepiness, 
uncomfortable clothing, etc.)

For infants with a low birth weight and children with unusual development 
rates, it is important to obtain advice from a medical professional and 
carrying consultant (trained to deal with special cases) before using this 
product.

While wrapping and during wearing check regularly: 
• Your child is positioned safely in the sling following the guidance of this 

instruction booklet. 
• You must be able to put two of your fingers in between your baby’s 

chest and chin. 
• Your baby’s nose and mouth is clear and always visible 
• Your baby is breathing normally. Change position if you hear your 

baby breathing heavily or if the breathing does not sound normal. 

Neither the manufacturer nor the distributor accepts any responsibility for 
injury/damage due to the use/misuse of this product. Take care of your 
baby’s safety and comfort. Your child’s safety is your responsibility! 

Thanks to Petra Gerhát (ClauWi babywearing consultant) and Borbála Borsos (ClauWi 
babywearing consultant) for their professional help.
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Find the middle marker and hold the wrap in front 
of your chest. 

Follow the top rail of the wrap and guide the wrap 
behind your body and pull it up on your opposite 
shoulder. Repeat on the other side while crossing 
the wrap behind you. Make sure the wrap is not 
twisted.

Get your baby now and place her on your shoulder. 
Move your hand from under the wrap and help the 
legs come through and under the horizontal panel. 
Support baby against gravity under the baby’s bum. 

Pull up the wrap on your baby’s back while always 
make sure that you support your baby against gravity. 
Pull the wrap up to the ear level for tiny babies with 
no head support or up to the neck for older babies.

CARRYING 
OPTIONS
Front wrap cross carry
We recommend this technique for 
newborns and small babies who have 
no head support yet.
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Check that the fabric is smooth on baby’s back, 
pull the extra slack down towards the knee pit, 
while the top rail remains horizontal. Check the 
fabric under the baby’s bum and ensure that it is 
pinned in the knee pit. Support baby under her 
bum. 

Pull the wrap tight starting with the piece closer to 
you on your back. Keep the tension while support 
baby’s bum against gravity. 

Cross the wrap under the baby’s bum and pull it 
behind you on your waist while the vertical piece 
is pinned in the knee pit and lead under the 
other knee, same on the other side (so, over and 
under).

Make a double knot on your lower back. 

Get now the vertical pieces of your wrap and 
spread them on your baby’s back, so they reach 
from knee pit to knee pit. Make sure that you do 
not twist the wrap while pulling the top rail. 

If the tails are too long, bring them forward and 
make a double knot under baby’s bum. Check 
that the baby is high enough, the legs are spread, 
and that there is no slack. The wrapping is tight 
enough if your baby moves with you and cannot 
lean back or sink down. 

Front wrap cross carry

Tip: If you are unsure try the technique 
with a plush. 

5 6

7 8

9 10

Check out the videos on our Youtube 
channel for a detailed demonstration 
of the various carrying options.

Liliputi® 
Babywearing
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Find the middle marker and hold the wrap in 
front of your chest. 

Follow the top rail of the wrap by both of your 
hands and guide the wrap behind yourself, cross 
the tails behind your back. Make sure that the 
wrap is not twisted, so the top rail of your wrap 
remained on the top. 

Bring the hanging ends through (under) the 
horizontal front panel to create an outer pocket 
and again make sure that the wrap is not 
twisted. 

Cross the two hanging ends behind (under) the 
horizontal pocket. These will end up over and 
under baby’s legs so will create a “seat”. Tighten it 
as much as needed, so your baby would still fit in.

CARRYING 
OPTIONS
Pocket wrap cross carry
We recommend this technique 
primarily for babies who can already 
support their head and upper body. 
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Lead the tails behind your body around your 
waist and make a double knot. 

If the wrap is too long for you bring the tails 
forward after knotting and make a double knot 
in the front again. 

Pull the outer pocket down to free the crossed 
wrap. Place baby on your opposite shoulder, so 
on the shoulder where the top piece of the cross 
runs. Always support your baby against gravity 
under her bum. Put the baby’s legs in and under 
the bottom piece. 

Spread the wrap from knee pit to knee pit and 
over the baby’s back. Make sure that it is smooth 
and there is no slack or extra fabric. 

Pull the outer pocket up to your baby’s head 
(ear level for babies with no head support) and 
pull the baby’s legs out of the pocket carefully, 
so the baby can bend her legs freely. Ensure 
that the bottom part of the pocket stays under 
the baby’s bum. 

Double check the tightness of your wrap, whether 
your baby is high enough (e.g.: head is not in 
between your breasts) and look for extra fabric. 
The tying is tight enough if your baby moves with 
you and cannot lean back or sink down. 

Pocket wrap cross carry
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Tip: If you are unsure try the technique 
with a plush. Check out the videos on our Youtube 

channel for a detailed demonstration 
of the various carrying options.

Liliputi® 
Babywearing
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Find the middle marker of the wrap and place it 
on your side where you want to carry your baby. 

Follow the top rail of the wrap by both of your 
hands, guide the wrap behind yourself and 
cross the tails behind your back. Make sure that 
the wrap is not twisted. 

Pull a bit on the wrap and cross them on your 
hips. 

Bring the wrap around you and make a double 
knot on your side where you will not carry. The 
wrapping should be tight but loose enough to fit 
for baby. 

CARRYING 
OPTIONS
Hip wrap cross carry
We recommend this technique for 
babies who can confidently support 
their head and upper body, for 
shorter trips.
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Put your hand under the pocket and the 
hammocks to double check the tightness of your 
carry. 

Get your baby now and place the baby on your 
opposite shoulder (so to the one where you will 
not carry). Find the baby’s feet and gently hold 
them. 

Support your baby into the inner pocket of your 
wrap while holding her against gravity. Now move 
the baby on your side where you will carry. 

Pull the wrap up on the baby’s back. The wrap 
needs to be smooth on her back. Now pull the 
legs through the vertical pieces of your wrap and 
pin them in the knee pits. 

Find the fabric under the baby and pull it up a 
little bit in between you and baby, so the knees 
are up in bellybutton level. 

Spread the wrap from knee pit to knee pit. Double 
check the tightness of the wrap, the height of 
the baby, and that the legs are spread in an ideal 
position. The wrap job is good enough if the baby 
moves with you and can’t lean back or sink down. 

Hip wrap cross carry
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Tip: If you are unsure try the technique 
with a plush. Check out the videos on our Youtube 

channel for a detailed demonstration 
of the various carrying options.

Liliputi® 
Babywearing
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OTHER COOL STUFF 
FROM LILIPUTI
RING SLING 
It is a good choice if you look for a carrier that is easy to use. 
Due to its soft but durable fabric, this carrier can 
be used from the moment of birth until the end of 
the portable age. Inside the ‘sling’, you can rock or 
breastfeed your baby, however, it comes handy even 
in the toddler-age, as it is easy to place your child in or 
take out, if s/he gets tired. 

WOVEN WRAP 
Liliputi® woven wrap is versatile. It can serve as your 
ideal companion in each period, since the diamond 
weave fabric can ensure the ideal physiological posture 
for your baby when using the appropriate wrappig 
technique. Our wraps are are so soft, there is no need 
for any kind of maintenance before the first use. 
It comes in three sizes (4, 5 and size 6). 
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LILI-TAI 
One of our most beloved diamond weave products, 
which combines the benefits of a wrap and a buckle 
carrier. It can be easily and quickly put on, moreover, it 
provides a soft and embracing holding. It can be used 
from a couple of weeks old age (size 62) until the end of 
the portable age. Its width, height and the knee to knee 
support are all adjustable, thus the carrier can “grow” 
together with your baby.

BUCKLE CARRIER 
In terms of functionality, buckle carrier is your best choice. 
Due to its solid waist strap and padded shoulder straps, 
the weight gets evenly distributed, thus you can use it for 
several hours. It is designed for children between 3.5 and 
20 kg. It is adjustable at a number of points to perfectly fit 
the size of the baby and the carrying adult. The carrier has 
a newborn insert, with this insert the usage recommended 
for short-period, occasional usage. There are many 
exciting patterns and colours for you to choose from.
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4IN1 MAMA COAT
The 4 in1 Liliputi mama coat is made of premium quality softshell material. It can be 
worn as a pregnancy jacket, for front or back babywearing, or as a regular coat. With 
this you can get away from dressing up the baby from head to toe during a winter walk, 
because your body's temperature will keep the baby warm enough under the coat. Our 
mama jacket is a real favourite, because it is extremely durable, timeless, and can be 
one of the basics of your winter wardrobe. 
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LILIPUTI SOFT SHOES
Our soft baby shoes will stay on the tiny feet while you 
are carrying. Recommended by orthopedic doctors, 
they are the perfect alternatives to walking barefoot. 



HU-1024 Budapest, Lövőház Str. 32. 

info@liliputi.com

www.liliputi.com

Liliputi.babywearing

@liliputilove

Liliputi® Babywearing

LILIMI BABYWEARING LTD.


